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Breast Cancer …
a creative intervention
An inspirational art
exhibition came to
Llandough Hospital
in November, when
a selection of
works by artist Dr
Jac Saorsa went on
display in the
HeARTh Gallery.
See page 5

Who are we?
Breastfriends is a friendly support group for anyone
who has had a diagnosis of breast cancer, whether it
was last week, last month, last year or many years ago.
Breast cancer can be isolating and scary, but meeting
others in a similar situation and sharing information
and experiences can make a real difference.

Walk with us or talk with us
We meet once a month in Cardiff and once a month in Barry as well as meeting regularly
for short walks in lovely surroundings. See back page for more details.
We know that walking into a room of strangers can be off putting, so please get in touch
if you’d like a buddy for your first walk or meeting.

www.breastfriendscandv.org.uk
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Breast Cancer Now says 27,000 women
being denied 43p osteoporosis drug that
can prevent breast cancer spread
New survey finds three quarters of UK breast cancer oncologists are unable to prescribe cheap, potentially life
-saving drugs, amid confusion over which NHS bodies should fund it.
Three in four UK breast cancer oncologists are still unable to prescribe cheap drugs that reduce the risk of the
disease spreading to the bone, a new survey has found – amid a continued lack of guidance from the NHS on
how to commission their use.
Bisphosphonates are low-cost, widely-available drugs normally used to strengthen bone in the treatment of
osteoporosis and of cancer that has spread to the bone. But a ground-breaking analysis published in The
Lancet over a year ago (July 2015) showed that they can reduce the risk of breast cancer spreading to the
bone and elsewhere in the body in the first place, where it becomes incurable.
They could be taken by all post-menopausal women diagnosed with primary breast cancer – at least 35,700
women a year – and can reduce the risk of breast cancer spreading within 10 years from 21.2% to 17.9% (a
relative reduction of 18%), reducing their risk of death from their disease in that time from 18% to 14.7% (a
relative reduction of 18%).
If three quarters of this eligible patient population are not receiving bisphosphonates, this would amount to
around 27,000 patients missing out.
Not all of these patients would see benefit from taking bisphosphonates. If given routinely to all eligible
women in the UK, it is estimated that an extra 1,180 women each year could be prevented from dying from
breast cancer – the equivalent of one in ten breast cancer deaths.
The drugs are estimated to cost on average just 19p each, and can be taken on average for three years, either
as a daily tablet (ibandronate) costing 34p per day, or intravenously every six months (zoledronate) at 4p per
day.

It is estimated that the total cost of the treatment (including consultant time and the cost of monitoring for
subsequent possible side-effects) is on average just 43p per day per patient.
But despite the overwhelming evidence of the clinical benefit of these cheap drugs for women diagnosed with
breast cancer – and clear clinical support from UK breast cancer bodies such as the UK Breast Cancer Group
and NHS England’s Breast Cancer Clinical Reference Group – there is still no clear national commissioning
policy. This has led to difficulties for oncologists in prescribing them due to blockages in funding.
According to a new UK-wide survey of 125 leading breast cancer oncologists conducted by the UK Breast
Cancer Group (UKBCG), less than a quarter (24%) of clinicians could routinely offer these drugs to their
patients.
This is largely due to the lack of national guidance on who should fund them. For example, in England, it
remains unclear whether it is the responsibility of the hospital trust or the local clinical commissioning group
(CCG) to pay for these drugs for their patients, or whether it might be funded centrally by NHS England, as
many cancer drugs are.
17% of oncologists said they had partially implemented the treatment, while an alarming 59% said they had
not been able to offer it to their patients, with funding issues cited as the leading barrier.
Read the full press release at http://breastcancernow.org/news-and-blogs/news/27000-women-being-denied
-43p-osteoporosis-drug-that-can-prevent-breast-cancer-spread
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Men get breast cancer too - Stephen’s Story
My name is Stephen Cotterell and I am a Breast Cancer sufferer.
In May 2015 one of my grandsons caught my left breast as I lifted him
up onto my shoulders and it was painful. When I checked, my nipple
was inverted and I could feel a lump under the nipple. I showed my
wife, Margaret, who is a former nurse and I know she was immediately
suspicious.
The following day we went to my GP's Surgery and I was examined by a
Registrar who had recently trained at Velindre Hospital in Cardiff. He
said it was suspicious and referred me to the Royal Glamorgan Hospital where I underwent scans and
biopsies. A week later, I was diagnosed with breast cancer and would undergo surgery on Monday the 1st of
June.
Up until this time Margaret and I had not shared the news with anyone. My daughters Rachel and Nicola and
my sister Cathryn were very shocked and I was shocked because I had never thought men suffered with
breast cancer. The strength of Margaret and my family kept me going. We decided that I needed to maintain
a positive mental attitude - very easy to say but harder to do. We told other close friends and family but I did
not want to frighten my grandchildren.

Margaret shaved my chest and back the day before surgery and I bought new pyjamas. I was back on the
ward about 3.00pm. Margaret and the girls came to visit me. It was a very emotional time. I went home the
next day. I had some visitors but because of my drainage tubes I did not want the children to see me.
For the next few weeks I had daily visits from the District Nurses to change my dressings and to remove my
drains. They were excellent and I cannot praise them highly enough.
I had been asked if I found it embarrassing to be suffering from an illness usually
suffered by ladies. I was not embarrassed but felt I needed to raise awareness
with other men.
Knowing I would lose my hair when I started chemotherapy I had it cut very
short. I found chemotherapy very debilitating. The hair on my head, eyebrows,
eyelashes and all over my body disappeared. I was aware of how I looked but
although a bit embarrassing I am sure it was easier for me than a lady.
During radiotherapy, I made sure I applied plenty of cream. Side issues like an
irritating cough were a result of the treatment. I found the fatigue hard to deal
with and seemed to spend a lot of time in bed. Enough to need a new mattress!
In March 2016, I took to the catwalk, as one of the two male models at Breast
Cancer Care’s The Show. It was all fun but also tiring. I have since joined the
Breast Cancer Care fundraising committee and am looking forward to making
men more aware of breast cancer.
Stephen Cotterell

Breast cancer in men is rare.
Around 340 men are diagnosed each year in the UK (compared to nearly 60,000 women). Most
men who get breast cancer are over 60, although younger men can be affected.
https://www.breastcancercare.org.uk/information-support/have-i-got-breast-cancer/breast-cancer-in-men
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Dates for Your Diary
Living with Secondary Breast Cancer

Breast Cancer Care Cymru Dates

has been designed to give you the
opportunity to meet other people living
with a secondary diagnosis and get relevant
information and support.

Moving Forward Courses
This free four week course (one morning per week)
covers a range of topics to help you move forward
after treatment. Expert speakers are happy to
answer questions and there’s time to share
experiences with people in a similar situation to you.

In Cardiff there are regular (usually monthly) meet-ups
where you can chat and share experiences with others
with a secondary diagnosis. Topics include pain
management, fatigue, benefits, and side effects
sessions – we also welcome suggestions for topics you
would like to cover.

Prince Charles Hospital, Merthyr Tydfil
10am - 1pm
Mondays 9 - 30 January 2017

If anyone is interested in the Living with Secondary
Breast Cancer service they can contact Breast Cancer
Care Cymru on 0845 077 1893 or email
secondaryservices@breastcancercare.org.uk

Llandough Hospital, Cardiff
10am – 1pm
Mondays 6 - 27 February 2017

20 January, 11am—3pm, Look Good Feel Better
17 February, 11am—1pm , Meet up

Royal Glamorgan, Llantrisant
10am—1pm
Thursdays 2 - 23 March 2017

17 March, 9.45am– 4pm
A full day of information and support
with guest speakers on:
The Medical Management of Secondary Breast Cancer
Cancer Related Fatigue
Tips to aid relaxation

Information Sessions Breast Cancer Care Office, Cardiff
Breast Reconstruction
Mr Amar Ghattaura
Tuesday 7 March 2017
10am - 12.30pm

21 April, 11am—1pm, Meet up
19 May, 11am—3pm, Benefits of Physical Activity
Younger Women Together
Liverpool, 3 & 4 February 2017

Booking is essential for the above Breast Cancer
Care Cymru events.
Please call 0345 077 1894 or e-mail
cym@breastcancercare.org.uk for more info.

For more details, venues and dates see
https://www.breastcancercare.org.uk/informationsupport/support-you/local-support/younger-womentogether

If you are over 70…… Message from South East Wales Breast Screening Centre
‘We will not invite you but you are still able to be screened if you wish. Please ask us for an appointment by
getting in touch with your local Breast Test Wales screening centre. Screening is only available every three
years’.
South East Wales Breast Screening Centre
18 Cathedral Road, Cardiff, CF11 9LJ. Telephone: (029) 2039 7222

Thank you to the Oakdale Trust for a kind donation of £500 to help with our newsletter costs
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Breast Cancer:

a creative intervention

(from page 1)

An inspirational art exhibition came to Llandough Hospital in November,
when a selection of works by artist Dr Jac Saorsa went on display in the
HeARTh Gallery. The exhibition is the result of several months of research
which involved talking to breast cancer patients and observing medical staff
at work in theatre and on the wards.
This collaboration between art and medical science is an unusual initiative
which seeks to explore the experience of illness and give women an
opportunity to articulate their thoughts and feelings about their illness,
treatment and life beyond cancer. Jac’s work aims to develop our awareness
and understanding of breast cancer and enhance empathy for the women
who go through it.
The exhibition includes a series of portraits of carers and patients as well as thought-provoking paintings which
explore historical, scientific and personal aspects of the disease. Alongside these works are the words of women
who have been through breast cancer. Sometimes direct, frank and unsettling, the exhibition is, nevertheless,
always sensitive and often profoundly moving.
More information about the project can be found on Jac’s webpage
https://drawingcancer.wordpress.com

Quotes on diagnosis:
“I stood at the sea wall and screamed and screamed. It was really
cathartic.”
“There were lots of flowers and calls, which was lovely, but then every
time you get flowers it makes you upset all over again.”
“The next morning I remember looking in the mirror in the bathroom
and thinking, God I’m still here.”

Quotes on moving on:
“I’m not worrying about it. I’ve had breast cancer. I was treated for it.
Now I’m better and I hope it doesn’t come back. It’s possible it may
come back, but it’s also possible that I may get some completely
unrelated type of cancer. It’s also possible that I may get run over by a
bus!”
“I chose not to live my life being defined by my cancer or being a
survivor – I can’t stand all that! I refuse to be a victim to it.”
“I don’t feel it should be sentimental but it should be emotional. I can
shed tears but I can deal with it.”

Justine Hankins

Hear more about Jac’s inspiring work at our
Open Evening on Friday 21st April, 7pm - 9pm
at Canolfan Beulah, Rhiwbina, Cardiff, CF14 6LX
Refreshments, yummy cakes, great raffle. All Welcome. Bring a friend.
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LVA surgery – Elaine’s story
I developed lymphodema in my left arm
as a side effect of my treatment for
breast cancer and I have recently
undergone LVA.
LVA - Lymphatic Venous Anastamosis
Super Micro Surgery is a new treatment
for lymphoedema and is currently not
available on the NHS outside Wales.
Lymphoedema Network Wales is leading
a Curing Lymphoedema Programme and there is funding to allow 42 patients a year to have the surgery which is
performed by Mr Amar Ghattura. It involves diverting damaged lymph vessels to small veins permitting lymph
fluid to drain directly into the blood stream and results to date have been promising. 96% of patients have had a
reduction in cellulitis episodes, 70% of patients have been able to stop wearing compression garments and most
patients have seen a decrease in discomfort and pain.
The criteria to have the surgery is very strict – swelling 20% or under, BMI under 30, medically fit, a non-smoker,
comply with self-management, i.e. wearing a compression sleeve, doing exercises, simple lymph drainage,
skincare and at least one cellulitis episode in the last 12 months. I fulfilled all the criteria and was referred for an
assessment.
My assessment involved injecting dye into the skin between my fingers and a scan to see how well the lymph fluid
travelled up my arm. I had some good clearly defined channels and was suitable for surgery.
On the day of surgery, there was more dye and another scan. Mr Ghattura identified seven sites to look at during
the operation. He also scanned my other arm as the channels often mirror on each arm. Surgery was performed
under local anaesthetic and I declined to watch! The operation lasted just over four hours and went well with 16
lymph vessels diverted into veins in five areas. I will now have to wait a year to see if the operation was a success.
I had to take care for the two weeks I had stitches – no lifting, repetitive movements or driving – and plenty of
rest. I will be having regular check-ups for the next five years as part of the programme.

I’m a very optimistic person and I’m positive it’s going to be a success. In fact I think my arm feels better already!

Elaine Nicholas

CRUK lab visit
We went to see what goes on and what is new on our latest lab visit. We were
made very welcome and all our questions were answered with patience. CRUK
and its work, and where that
work is done, was explained. This
research is funded entirely by
contributions, so to those who
continuously raise money and
shake buckets it is making a
difference. Lynn Abel
CRUK.ORG
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Walking to conquer breast cancer now
A bright, crisp Sunday in October saw another
successful Conker Walk in Porthkerry Country Park, Barry.
Organised by Cardiff and Vale Breast Cancer Now, the annual
event marks Breast Cancer Awareness week and is a wonderful
opportunity for people of all ages and walking abilities to come
together and show their support for a good cause. Two guided
walks of different lengths made the event very accessible and
the very young were joined by the not so youthful as well as
lots of four-legged friends.
The focal point of the walk was a particularly special conker
tree. There are only two conker trees at Porthkerry and one of
these was damaged by lightening some years ago. The tree is
still thriving, although its branches now grow up from the ground. Damaged but not defeated, the tree’s fighting
spirit clearly resonated with the organisers of the walk, so they chose this spot as a place to pause and reflect.
Messages of remembrance and hope were tied to this resilient tree with pink ribbons.
Cardiff and Vale Breast Cancer Now was founded by Pam Allinson, who also set up the Barry branch of
Breastfriends. Pam has been in hospital for many months and is often in our thoughts. Well done to the ladies of
Barry Breastfriends including Linda Watts (third from left), Rosina Butler (third from right) and Jenny Evans
(second from right) for continuing Pam’s work. Justine Hankins

Reflections on my body image 7 years on — Jane’s story
When putting together the autumn programme it was suggested that I might like to talk about my experience of
Breast Cancer having been one of the models in this year’s Breast Cancer Care Fashion Show.
I said ‘yes’ without really thinking about it – I must stop doing that - until I saw the title of my ‘talk’ in the
autumn programme. ‘Reflections on my body image 7 years on’. Did I really want to share how devastating it has
been to have gone through a double mastectomy and loose all my body-confidence? Because, in my case, it
hasn’t been about losing my self-confidence. If anything I’m more confident now and have developed that ‘bring
it on’ attitude that has led me to doing lots of new things – like modelling!
To be honest what I still can’t come to terms is the drastic change in body shape. I even consulted a plastic
surgeon last year about re-construction but due to the sheer extent of the surgery required and the fact that I
will never look the way I did I have decided that I can’t put myself and my family through any more treatment.
Being on Tamoxifen is bad enough!
Rather I have accepted that it has happened and I’m making the most of
things. What I have had to learn is to adapt. In the first few years it was
soul-destroying going shopping for clothes. All the t-shirts and dresses
seemed to have low necklines and sewing bits of lace across or wearing
another layer underneath just added to the discomfort of the frequent
hot flushes due the Tamoxifen. Requiring a double pocketed bra to keep
the prosthesis in place means finding pretty, feminine underwear is
practically impossible.
For me, the best thing about being involved in the fashion show is that I
had some lovely photographs taken and I was able to see how other
people see me. When I look in the mirror I see someone who has had
cancer. To everyone else I’m just Jane who has gone grey, does daft
things and now wears shorter skirts and expensive shoes! Jane Shatford
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What’s on at Breastfriends
Join us at one of our meetings
Cardiff Meetings

Barry Meetings

Our Cardiff group meets on these dates from 1pm3pm at the Margaret Whittaker Lounge, Rhiwbina,
Cardiff, CF14 6LX unless otherwise stated

Our Barry group meets on these dates from 2pm-4pm
at the Mary Lennox Room, Barry Hospital, Colcot
Road, Barry, CF62 8YH

Friday 13th January
Coffee and chat

Friday 20th January
Coffee and Chat

Friday 10th February
Osteoporosis
Dr Jane Turton, Research Associate, Llandough

Friday 17th February
Coffee and Chat
Friday 17th March
Coffee and Chat

Friday 10th March
tbc

Friday 21st April
Coffee and Chat

**Please note there is no afternoon meeting in
April

Friday 19th May
Coffee and Chat

Friday 21st April, 7pm—9pm
at Canolfan Centre, Rhiwbina, CF14 6LX
Drawing Women’s Cancer
Dr Jac Soarsa

For more info please call Rosina on 01446 745269 or
Linda on 01446 710516 / 07967 806073

Walk and talk with Breastfriends
We meet at 10.30am every Tuesday (weather permitting) for a short leisurely walk
followed by coffee and maybe cake!

Barry walks alternate between

Barry Island and the Knap

(Please contact Rosina on 01446 745269 or Linda on 01446 710516/07967 806073 for
more info)

Cardiff Walks meet by the lighthouse in Roath Park for a walk around the lake
(Please contact Sue on 07773 500525 for more info)

Contact Us
Phone: messages care of Breast Cancer Care Cymru on 0845 0771894
Please check our website for up-to-date information
Email: info@breastfriendscandv.org.uk

Data Protection Act
1998 Notice
If you have received
this newsletter in the
post, we are holding
your details on our
mailing list. If you do
not want to receive
further mailings from
us, please email us.

Published by Breastfriends Cardiff and Vale Registered Charity Number: 1113068
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